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Conservation project profile 
 
We’re working to preserve the Anne 
Boleyn Gatehouse at Hampton Court. 
 

 
 

 
Why is the Gatehouse so special? 
 
When Cardinal Wolsey began constructing his magnificent 
palace on the Thames in the 16th century, he chose to build 
in fashionable and expensive red brick, rather than stone.  
 
The brickwork was decorated with diamond-shaped diaper 
(criss-cross) patterns made from vitrified (burnt or glassy) 
bricks.  It was painted over in red and black, with white for 
the lines of mortar, to create a sharp, dramatic, 
appearance. 
 
In addition this Gatehouse is decorated with Wolsey’s 
terracotta sculptures - known as roundels.  They were 
originally produced by the Florentine sculptor, Giovanni da 
Maiano Their architectural and art historical significance is 
exceptional.  
 
The huge, gold astronomical clock was later installed by 
Henry VIII and remains one of the most significant late 
medieval clocks in Europe. 
 
The Anne Boleyn Gatehouse is one of the best preserved 
Tudor gatehouses in the country. 
 
Finally in 1707, Christopher Wren oversaw the installation 
of the bell lantern and cupola.  
 

 
 
 

 
 

What is the problem? 
 
Our main brick conservation challenge is the result of the 
19th century restoration work carried out when the palace 
was opened to the public by Queen Victoria.  
 
The Victorians re-pointed the brickwork in a mortar 
containing black-ash, probably because it looked more in 
keeping with the historic character of the building. This 
mortar is hard and does not allow the building to ‘breathe’. 
 

 
 
 



 

In addition, areas of paint and gilding are flaking off the 
surface of the astronomical clock dials which have been 
exposed to the weather for almost 50 years since their last 
restoration. 

  
 
Base Court slate clock 
face where the gilding 
is flaking. 

 
Rainwater is causing 
decay to the interior of 
cupola roof. 
 

 
Victorian black-ash 
pointing does not allow 
the building to ‘breath’. 

 
Decay to the lead-clad 
cupola roof.  

 
When is the work happening? 
 
July 2007 – May 2008 
 
How did we prepare for the project? 
 
Every conservation project begins with months 
of research.  
 
This includes detailed brick and stone surveys.  
We take samples of the mortar, and ‘microdrill’ 
into the timbers. Radar and thermographic 
surveys show us where rusty metal cramps are 
still embedded within the walls.  
 
 

 

What are we doing? 

ur conservation philosophy is generally to do 

 

 
O
as much as necessary, but as little as possible 
to conserve the original building fabric. 

 



 

ollowing the extensive research period, we are 

ome bricks also need to be replaced. New 
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hilst working on the Gatehouse we are also 
 

he astronomical clock mechanism and dials 
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ll of the works will be carefully recorded by 
 

 
F
removing the black ash mortar, and replacing it 
with a lime mortar which is more like the 
original Tudor one. 
 
S
bricks are handmade in the traditional mann
and carefully selected to match the rich range 
of colours.  
 
W
checking up on the condition of the terracotta
roundels and Wolsey’s Coat of Arms. 
 
T
are being dismantled to protect them during 
the works. The dials will be on public display i
Clock Court whilst we plan our conservation 
approach – a unique chance to see this amazi
object close-up. 
 
A
our building archaeologists, leaving a detailed
record for the future. 
 

 
Detail of astronomical clock dial shows 
the condition of the paint surface. 
 
 
 
 

 
Augustus, glazed terracotta roundel 
relocated from Henry VIII’s gatehouse at 
Whitehall in the mid 1840’s. 

 
 
Who is involved? 
 
Project Manager: Historic Royal Palaces 
Architects: Martin Ashley Architects 
Engineers: Hockley and Dawson 
Quantity Surveyors: Heritage Cost Consultants 
Contractor: DBR (London) Ltd. 
 

 
 

 
 


